
24, rue du Rocher - 75008 PARIS

Dear fellow investors,

The year 2022 has been brutal. The geopolitical tensions take us back to the Cold War period;
the energy crisis to the oil crisis of the 1970s. At that time, to absorb these shocks, the world
was still benefiting from the stimulus packages that followed World War II. Today, we are
benefiting from the programs put in place post-covid. States must now put in place the
conditions to encourage the investments necessary to recover their industrial, technological and
energy sovereignty.

In 2022, our BDL Rempart fund, which has an absolute performance objective, posted a
performance of +14.9%. The shares value is at its highest level since inception and shows a
cumulative performance since inception of 106.5% (data as of 30/12/2022).

BDL Convictions, a replica of BDL Rempart's long strategy, is down 6.9%. It is doing better than
its benchmark index, the Stoxx 600 with dividends reinvested, which is down 10.7% (data as of
30/12/2022). The outperformance since the creation of the BDL Convictions fund is 92.1%. The
annualized performance is 8.8% even though we’ve had to go through the financial crisis, the
euro crisis, the Brexit, the pandemic and now the war.

The year has been a violent one for the stock market, as we are witnessing a rapid rise in interest
rates to fight inflation. The immediate consequence has been to drive down the price of all
assets without exception. The valuation multiples of the European markets are returning to their
historical average but many dispersions remain extreme. The necessary readjustments, after all
these years of monetary distortions, are, in our opinion, not over yet.

After the reset of asset valuation multiples that we witnessed in 2022, 2023 is likely to be the
year of readjustment of corporate earnings expectations. According to our analysis, we will have
a readjustment of margins this year. They won’t be able to stay at the high point of around 10%
of net margin, reached in 2022 for the aggregate of the Stoxx 600. Indeed, the accordion-like
movements linked to covid and inflationary pressures must now normalize. The year 2020 was
one of containment and lower volumes leading to lower margins. The strong rebound in volumes
in 2021 had propelled profitability. The price increases passed in advance in 2022 to
compensate for raw material inflation have further consolidated this good financial
performance. In 2023, if the level of inflation were to slow down, we would then mechanically
have a squeeze on the profitability of companies. Costs will remain high with the inertia of wage
increases and the end of the hedges put in place on raw materials before their surge. Volumes
will, in our opinion, fall under the combined impact of destocking and the slowdown in economic
activity due to the rise in interest rates.
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Inventory levels are at their highest

Reset of the profits: Beware of the margin!

Source: BDL Capital Management
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The great unknown of the year will be the evolution of energy prices. The mild temperatures at
the beginning of the winter and the Chinese anti-covid policy have worked in our favor. We have
been able to maintain our gas stocks at their highest level by recovering their unused liquefied
natural gas volumes. It is true that the price situation is much less worrying than the cataclysmic
situation we experienced this summer. Unfortunately, these prices are still much higher than
before the Russian invasion and the sabotage of the Nordstream pipeline. The energy situation
in Europe is likely to remain tense, even in the short term, as the end of the anti-covid policy in
China will lead to a rebound in Chinese consumption which was about two million barrels per
day below their normal consumption. The recovery of world air traffic should also stimulate
kerosene consumption. Demand should therefore experience a significant rebound, modulating
the depth of the global economic slowdown, while supply will be constrained by the Russian
embargo and the production problems of the various OPEC members who are unable to produce
at their quota levels.

Geopolitical tensions, the energy crisis, reindustrialization and the climate transition will weigh
on the income statements and balance sheets of economic players. Pressure from energy costs,
rising wages, taxes and financing costs will squeeze corporate profits. Increased investments to
decarbonize, digitize and bring the production chain closer together will add up to more working
capital requirements as all production chains will need to have more precautionary stocks. To
keep a stable level of return on capital employed, companies will have to continue to increase
their prices. War is inflationary!

The share of wages in GDP is increasing as unemployment is at its lowest 
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We have built our investments on two main blocks. The first is made up of companies that are
resilient to economic cycles. The other main block of the portfolio aims to continue to protect us
from inflationary risk. Then there is the group of companies that benefit from the “Megatrends"
and the group of industrial leaders that are more cyclical but whose valuations seem to
anticipate a sharp deterioration in earnings.

Our Invesments

Our Long Investments (BDL Rempart & BDL Convictions)

Our largest investments remain in the Vinci and Eiffage infrastructure assets. We like this
business model of resilient highway and airport traffic. Rates are indexed to inflation and we
benefit from the mega trend in energy services. We estimate that 80% of cash flows are
recurring. The more cyclical part of the construction business allows us to have the synergies
needed for infrastructure development. Their order books are at their highest.

Saint-Gobain has been transformed by its new boss, Benoit Bazin. In addition to the stake in
Sika, underperforming assets have been sold for 9 billion euros in sales. The sums were
reinvested in chemicals and building materials. The group has thus self-financed and optimized
30% of its sales, increasing proforma operating margins from 7.7% to 10%. The group now has a
balanced geographical spread between Europe, the United States and emerging countries.

Safilo, our eyewear business in which we have a significant stake, continues to benefit from the
digitalization of the sector and the improvement of its margins. Smith and Blenders are a hit in
the US!

Source: BDL Capital Management as of 18/01/2023
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The expansion of our toolbox and the implementation of VaR have been beneficial to the
management of the short portfolio. The breakdown of the performance of the short part of our
investments is as follows

Our Short Investments (BDL Rempart)

In addition to the few stocks on which we think there is a balance sheet problem, we still have
our basket of companies whose stock prices seem to us to be out of touch with reality. After the
sharp decline and the compression of multiples we took profits on about half of the stocks in
this basket.

Developpement

In 2022 we continued to develop our industrial tool.

We have refined our internal ESG rating tool. Our QIRA (Quality Investing Reponsible Analysis)
version 3 strengthens the weight of our qualitative analysis to better align with our shareholder
objectives.

In accordance with the regulations in force as of January 1st, we have formalized our definition
of sustainable investment. Our demanding four-step process qualifies 46% of our initial
investment universe as sustainable.

Regarding taxonomy, our work has shown that estimates are often inconsistent from one
provider to another. We will have to wait for the data published in the 2O22 annual reports to do
a more rigorous work.

Source: BDL Capital Management as of 18/01/2023
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Of course, we also continue to invest in our main asset: our team.

Guillaume Albinet joined the teams this year as a trader and brings to BDL all his experience
from HSBC.

To complete the analysis teams, Apolline Brilland joined Jean Duchein to work as a generalist
analyst.

Louis Larere has returned to BDL as an analyst for the healthcare, utilities and chemicals
sectors.

The sales team has also grown with the arrival of Périne André-Maldant to take care of the HNWI
clients and manage the North, North-East and Ile de France regions.

Letter written on the 18th of January

Hughes Beuzelin and his team
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DISCLAIMER

This is marketing material. Please refer to the prospectuses of BDL Rempart and BDL Convictions, and to the key investor information document available at
https://www.bdlcm.com before taking any final investment decisions.

The promoted investment concerns the acquisition of units or shares in a fund, and not of any given underlying assets, such as the shares of a company; these
underlying assets are held only by the fund.

This document has been produced for information purposes only, and does not constitute a sale offer. This document is not and must in no way be viewed or
interpreted as an offer or solicitation to invest in the fund presented. Nor is it a contractual document. It is marketing material intended for professional clients within
the meaning of Article L. 533-16 of the French Monetary and Financial Code. This document must not be distributed, shared or reproduced, in whole or in part, without
the express permission of BDL Capital Management.

The information provided is the result of internal research based on the best sources we have at 03/03/2022, and on publicly available information. It is drawn up by
the investment team as part of its fund management work, and is not financial analysis within the regulatory meaning of the term. It does not follow any investment
advice or investment proposal, or any inducement to trade on financial markets in any way. BDL Capital management shall not be held liable for the relevance or
fruition of its forecasts/analyses. BDL Capital Management reiterates that the composition of its funds’ portfolios changes each day, and is in no way guaranteed.

Investors must remember that the value of an investment, and the income that it generates, may fall as well as rise, and that past performance is no guide to future
results.

In any case, the information presented is not enough for investors to make a fully informed decision on whether to invest in a fund. Investment in a BDL Capital
Management fund should be considered only after reading the prospectus. It may be that not all of the funds or services are registered or authorised in all countries,
or available to all clients.

For more information on risks to which the funds are exposed, in particular the risk of capital loss, equity risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and the risk
associated with the impact of techniques including derivatives, please refer to the funds’ KIID and prospectus, available on the BDL Capital
Management website (https://www.bdlcm.com) or, depending on the country, https://www.fundinfo.com/.

The BDL Rempart benchmark (compounded €STR) excludes dividends, and this may distort the performance comparison. The BDLCM FUNDS SICAV prospectus is
available in English only.

Information on the right to bring a complaint, or a class action, is available in English on the BDL Capital Management website: https://www.bdlcm.com/informations-
reglementaires.

BDL Capital Management may decide to stop marketing its collective investment schemes in accordance with Article 93 of Directive 2009/65/EC and Article 32 of
Directive 2011/61/EU. BDL Capital Management may decide to stop marketing its collective investment schemes in accordance with Article 93 of Directive
2009/65/EC and Article 32 of Directive 2011/61/EU.

Information for Luxembourg investors

Each fund’s articles of association or regulations, KIID, prospectus and latest annual and semi-annual documents may be obtained free of charge, on request, from the
Representative and Paying Agent for Luxembourg: CACEIS Bank, Luxembourg Branch, 5 allée Scheffer, L-2520 Luxembourg. Any information for Luxembourg
investors about BDL Capital Management or the fund will be published on the BDL Capital Management website: https://www.bdlcm.com.

Information for investors living in Switzerland

The prospectus, key investor information document, investment rules and annual and semi-annual reports can be obtained free of charge, on request, from the
representative in Switzerland.

The fund’s full prospectus and latest annual and semi-annual reports shall be sent to unitholders free of charge upon written request to BDL Capital Management, 24
rue du Rocher – 75008 PARIS. These documents are available in French.

Subscription and redemption requests are centralised by the custodian up to 2pm each day. The net asset value is available on the company’s website.

As the fund offers accumulation units only, the tax regime is that of capital gains on securities, as applicable in the holder’s country of residence, based on rules
appropriate to the holder’s situation. Depending on tax status, any capital gains and income resulting from the holding of fund units may be subject to taxation.
Investors are advised to check their tax situation with the fund’s distributor.

BDL Capital Management may be held liable for statements made in this document only if they are misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the corresponding
parts of the fund prospectus.

Custodian: CACEIS Bank France, 1-3 place Valhubert, 75206 PARIS Cedex 13

The representative in Switzerland is CACEIS (Switzerland) S.A., Route de Signy 35, CH-1260 Nyon.

The Swiss payment service is provided by CACEIS Bank, Paris, Nyon/Switzerland branch. Route de Signy 35, CH-1260 Nyon.

https://www.bdlcm.com/
https://www.fundinfo.com/
https://www.bdlcm.com/informations-reglementaires
https://www.bdlcm.com/
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